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Abstract In Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems, the physical cell identity (PCI)

assigned to a cell during network planning determines the set of sequences used by sub-

scribers as de-modulation reference signals (DM RS) in the uplink (UL). A proper

assignment of PCIs must prevent neighbor cells from using the same DM RS to avoid

interference problems, thus ensuring adequate performance both in control and user data

channels in the uplink. In this paper, a comprehensive analysis is carried out to quantify the

impact of PCI planning on the performance of physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) in

LTE. First, a novel analytical model that reflects the influence of PCI planning on inter-

ference and outage probability due to DM RS collisions in PUCCH is presented. Based on

this model, PUCCH performance with several classical PCI planning schemes is evaluated

with a static system-level simulator implementing a real network scenario. Simulated cases

cover different PUCCH frame formats, different UL power control (PC) schemes and both

regular and irregular traffic scenarios. Results show that a PCI plan constructed solely

based on avoiding PCI collision/confusion and reference signals collisions in the downlink

achieves near-optimal performance in terms of DM RS collisions in PUCCH, but, how-

ever, in extreme cases, DM RS collisions caused by neighbor cells sharing the same

sequence might degrade PUCCH performance significantly.
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1 Introduction

Mobile networks are continuously growing in size and complexity, which has made mobile

network management a very time-consuming task. To reduce the workload of system

management, mobile operators try to automate all the tasks in the network life cycle. For

this reason, a great effort has been made by the industry and standardization bodies to

define and develop automatic network management procedures [24]. As a result, the

recently deployed Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard is well known for its self-orga-

nizing networks (SON) capabilities [17, 26]. In this context, SON refers to the capability of

the network to perform self-planning, self-optimization and self-healing with minimal

human intervention.

The assignment of physical cell identity (PCI) in LTE has been identified as one of the

most relevant SON use cases [3, 13]. The PCI is a code used to identify a base station in

user mobility procedures [15]. Such a code is assigned during network planning in the PCI

plan. The number of PCI values is limited to 504, which entails repeating PCI values across

the network if there exists more than 504 cells. An improper PCI assignment in a cell may

negatively affect uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) performance in that cell and its neigh-

bors. For instance, if two neighbor cells share the same PCI, a user equipment (UE) cannot

correctly identify its serving cell (referred to as collision problem). Likewise, when a

serving cell has two neighbors with the same PCI, the UE cannot identify the target cell

during a handover (referred to as confusion problem), and a handover failure occurs.

In the literature, most research efforts have focused on designing automatic PCI plan-

ning algorithms that avoid collision and confusion problems caused by PCI reuse. For this

purpose, PCI planning is formulated as a graph coloring problem, which is solved by

graph-theoretic algorithms [2, 4, 20, 32]. Initial proposals considered centralized algo-

rithms, conceived for the network design stage [10, 23]. More recent proposals suggest

distributed approaches for plug-and-play operation of eNodeBs (eNB) [11, 22, 30].

Later studies have extended the analysis of PCI planning to heterogeneous LTE net-

works [21, 25, 31, 33, 34].

But, at the same time, the PCI also defines the location of cell-specific reference signals

(CRS) in the frequency domains in DL [27]. An inadequate PCI plan can lead to CRS

collisions between neighbor cells, causing that connection quality is not estimated correctly

and the efficiency of DL data transmission is reduced [35]. Some studies [1, 29] have

evaluated the influence of PCI planning on DL CRS collisions. In [29], a heuristic PCI

planning algorithm is proposed to keep PCI reuse distance within certain limits while still

avoiding DL CRS collisions in sectors of the same site. A more detailed analysis of the

impact of PCI planning on DL throughput performance due to CRS collisions is presented

in [1].

However, to the authors knowledge, no study has quantified the impact of PCI planning

on UL performance. The PCI plan has an impact on UL because it defines the set of

demodulation reference signals (DM RS) used in a cell for channel estimation and coherent

demodulation in the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical uplink control

channel (PUCCH) [27]. If two users of different cells use the same DM RS, the decoding

process in PUCCH or PUSCH is degraded, which might cause that the base station could

not identify the user correctly. As it has been said, currently, operators design their PCI

plans to avoid problems on the DL. This is due to the fact that, in PUSCH, the assignment

of DM RSs can be decoupled from PCI values by using a shift parameter so that DM RS

collisions between neighbor cells can be avoided easily [27]. However, this is not the case

for PUCCH, where PCI planning might have an influence on control channel performance.
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This issue will be of the utmost importance in future 5G networks, where uplink trans-

mission is key for Internet-of-thing applications [16].

In this work, a comprehensive performance analysis is carried out to check the influence

of PCI planning on PUCCH performance due to DM RS collisions. The core of the analysis

is a novel analytical model of the influence of PCI planning on PUCCH failure probability.

The proposed PUCCH performance model is included in a static system-level simulator

implementing a real scenario, with which the impact of PCI planning on PUCCH failure

probability is quantified. The main contributions of this work are: (a) a PUCCH perfor-

mance model that can be used to evaluate the impact of PCI planning on LTE UL signaling

performance, and (b) a performance analysis of PUCCH failure probability due to DM RS

collisions for different PCI planning approaches and network configurations in a realistic

scenario. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the influence

of PCI planning on DM RS collisions. Then, Sect. 3 explains the PUCCH performance

model developed in this work. Section 4 presents the experiments carried out to assess the

different PCI planning approaches. Finally, Sect. 5 presents the conclusions of this work.

2 Problem Formulation

The aim of this section is to clarify the conditions when two PUCCH users collide due to

their DM RS, and how these conditions depend on the PCI plan. First, a description of

PUCCH structure and frame formats is given. Second, system-level techniques associated

to PUCCH reference signals are briefly discussed. These techniques include group

sequence, cyclic shift, code multiplexing and hopping. The focus here is to derive how

many users can be handled simultaneously in the PUCCH of a cell. Finally, the conditions

when two PUCCH users collide due to their DM RS are presented.

2.1 PUCCH Structure

Figure 1 shows time and frequency resources allocated to PUCCH. Each UE is assigned a

PUCCH region, consisting of one resource block (RB) and one sub-frame (1 ms). Each

PUCCH region alternates its first slot in one edge of the system bandwidth and the second

one at the opposite edge (up and down in the figure) to ensure frequency diversity.

The exact number of RBs reserved for PUCCH is determined on a cell basis during

network planning depending on system bandwidth [27].

In PUCCH, different UEs can be separated by frequency division multiplexing (FDM)

(i.e., using different RBs). Additionally, several UEs can be separated in the same PUCCH

region by code division multiplexing (CDM) (i.e., using different codes), as detailed in

Sect. 2.3.2.

2.2 PUCCH Formats

Table 1 presents the different PUCCH frame formats. Briefly, format 1 is used for

scheduling requests (SR), formats 1a/1b for hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)

ACK/NACK transmissions and formats 2/2a/2b for channel quality indicator (CQI)

transmissions. The table also presents the multiplexing capability of each format, reflecting

the maximum number of UEs per RB, which is explained later.
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Figure 2 shows how PUCCH transmissions are grouped by frame format in frequency

subregions comprising one or more RBs. PUCCH formats 2/2a/2b (devoted to CQI

transmission) are mapped on the edges of system bandwidth, while PUCCH SR/HARQ

format 1/1a/1b (for SR/ACK/NACK transmission) are transmitted on the innermost RBs.

The index m in the figure denotes a specific PUCCH region. Identifiers #0, #1 and #2 are

used to distinguish between frames of equal format.

Figure 3 represents the time structure of the different PUCCH frame formats in a

symbol level. DM RS denotes Reference Signal, LB Long Block and CP Code Prefix.

Fig. 3a shows that, in formats 1/1a/1b, shaded symbols #2, #3 and #4 are used for DM RS.

In contrast, Fig. 3b shows that symbols #1 and #5 are used for DM RS in formats 2/2a/2b.

1 sub-frame (1ms)

12 subcarriers (RB)

Slot 0 (0.5 ms) Slot 1 (0.5 ms)

PUSCH
N RBs System
Bandwidth

PUCCH

PUCCH

PUCCH region #0

PUCCH region #0

Time

Frequency

PUCCH region #1

PUCCH region #1

PUCCH region #2

PUCCH region #4

PUCCH region #3

PUCCH region #3PUCCH region #2

PUCCH region #4

PUCCH region #5

PUCCH region #5

Fig. 1 PUCCH structure

Table 1 PUCCH frame formats [18]

Format Uplink control information Multiplexing
capacity
[#UE/RB]

1 Scheduling request (SR) 36, 18, 12

1a 1-bit HARQ ACK/NACK with/without SR 36, 18, 12

1b 2-bit HARQ ACK/NACK with/without SR 36, 18, 12

2 CQI (20 coded bit) 12, 6, 4

2a CQI and 1-bit HARQ ACK/NACK (20 ? 1 coded bits) 12, 6, 4

2b CQI and 2-bit HARQ ACK/NACK (20 ? 2 coded bits) 12, 6, 4
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2.3 PUCCH Reference Signals

In [15], two types of UL RS are defined:

• Demodulation RS (DM RS), used for channel estimation in coherent demodulation in

PUSCH and PUCCH, and

• Sounding RS (SRS), not associated with any specific data or control channel, and used

to estimate channel quality to enable frequency-selective scheduling in the UL.

All UL RSs are based on Zadoff-Chu (ZC) or QPSK-alphabet sequences, designed to

ensure low cross-correlation between sequences [5]. RSs must occupy the full bandwidth

assigned to the user for data transmission. This forces that the RS sequence length in

1/1a/1b #5 1/1a/1b #4

1/1a/1b #4 1/1a/1b #5

1/1a/1b + /2a/2b #2 1/1a/1b #3

2/2a/2b #0 2/2a/2b #1

1 sub-frame (1ms)

12 subcarriers (RB)

Slot 0 (0.5 ms) Slot 1 (0.5 ms)

PUSCH
N RBs system
bandwidth

PUCCH

PUCCH

2/2a/2b #0

Time

Frequency

2/2a/2b #1
1/1a/1b #3 1/1a/1b + 2/2a/2b #2

Fig. 2 Frequency allocation of different PUCCH frame formats

C
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P RS LB C
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P LB #5 C
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C
P LB #0 C

P RS LB C
P LB #2 C

P LB #3 C
P LB #4 C

P RS LB C
P LB #6

1 slot (0.5 ms)

1 symbol

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Time structure of different PUCCH frame formats (normal cyclic prefix). a Format 1/1a/1b.
b Format 2/2a/2b
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symbols, Nm, is equal to the number of assigned sub-carriers, MRS
sc , which is 12 times the

number of assigned RBs to the UL transmission, m, as

Nm ¼ MRS
sc ¼ m � 12 1�m�NUL

RB ; ð1Þ

where NUL
RB is the total UL system bandwidth in RBs.

2.3.1 Sequence Group

As DM RSs must have the same bandwidth as data, at least one RS sequence of each length

Nm is needed per cell to support all possible RB allocation sizes to users in the UL of a cell.

The number of possible base RS sequences of each length Nm varies with the number of

assigned RBs, m. The minimum number of sequences for a certain length is 30, obtained

for m 2 f1; 2; 3g [27]. Thus, the complete set of available sequences is divided into 30 non-

overlapping sequence groups, each including at least one base sequence of all lengths

(specifically, 1 for m 2 ½1; 5� and 2 of larger lengths). During network planning, every cell

is assigned one of these sequence groups, denoted by the subgroup index u, where

u 2 f0; 1; . . .; 29g.

2.3.2 Cyclic Shift and User Multiplexing in PUCCH

In PUCCH, several simultaneous users may use the same RB. All these users are assigned

the same number of RBs (i.e., 1), and thus have the same base sequence length (i.e., 12). To

support multiple users in a RB, a cyclic time shift, a, can be applied to the base sequen-

ce(s). Ideally, cyclic shifts of the same base sequence are fully orthogonal, unlike any two

base sequences (i.e., users in different cells), which show non-zero cross-correlation. This

property makes cyclic shifts the best option to separate users transmitting on the same set

of sub-carriers, known as multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO).

For a DM RS, there are 12 possible cyclic shifts, but some of them may not be available

in a cell. The circular distance parameter, Dshift, controls the number of available cyclic

shifts in a cell. Possible values of Dshift are 1, 2 and 3, corresponding to 12, 6 or 4 available

cyclic shifts, respectively.

In formats 1/1a/1b frames (used for SR/ACK/NACK feedback), time-domain spreading

codes can also be used for UE multiplexing in addition to the 12 available cyclic time

shifts. The number of available spreading codes is limited by the number of RS (3, in this

format, as shown in Fig. 3). Thus, up to 36 (¼ 12 � 3) UEs can be orthogonally multi-

plexed on the same PUCCH RB in formats 1/1a/1b, as shown in Table 1. In formats 2/2a/

2b frames (used for CQI reporting), time-domain spreading codes are not available, so that

only up to 12 UEs can be multiplexed on the same RB.

2.3.3 Randomization by Hopping

The assignment of a sequence group to a cell and cyclic shift to a user in LTE can be fixed

or, alternatively, may vary dynamically with time following a hopping pattern. Sequence-

group and cyclic-shift hopping randomize inter-cell interference, which would otherwise

be concentrated on a single user all the time. The price to be paid is the inability to

optimize inter-cell interference by a careful RS planning across the network.

If sequence-group hopping is enabled, the sequence group u assigned to a cell in each

time slot is determined by a sequence-group hopping pattern, fgh, and a sequence-group

shift offset, fss, as
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uðnsÞ ¼ ðfghðnsÞ þ fssÞmod 30; ð2Þ

where ns is the current time slot, fgh is a pseudo-random sequence taken from a set of 17,

and fss is a number between 0 and 29. Thus, there are 17 unique sequence-group hopping

patterns, each of which can be shifted by 30 different sequence-group shifts offsets. The

sequence-group hopping pattern index in a cell c, cinit, is given by the PCI of the cell,

PCI(c), as

cinitðcÞ ¼
jPCIðcÞ

30

k
2 ½0; 16� ð3Þ

where PCI(c) 2 f0; . . .; 503g [15]. Thus, up to 30 consecutive PCI values can have the

same fgh.

The sequence-group hopping pattern index, fgh, in a cell is the same for PUCCH and

PUSCH, but the sequence-group shift offset, fss, may be different for PUCCH and PUSCH.

For PUCCH,

fss ¼ PCIðcÞmod 30; ð4Þ

whereas, for PUSCH,

fss ¼ PCIðcÞmod 30þ Dss; ð5Þ

where Dss is a parameter for decoupling the assignment of sequence group from the

assignment of PCI, Dss 2 f0; . . .; 29g. If sequence-group hopping is disabled, uðnsÞ ¼ fss.

Cyclic shift hopping is added on top of sequence-group hopping. In PUSCH, cyclic shift

hops every slot, whereas, in PUCCH, cyclic shift hops every SC-FDMA symbol.

2.4 PUCCH Collision

Two PUCCH users collide when they use the same base RS sequence and cyclic shift in a

symbol period. Ideally, orthogonal cyclic shifts avoid collisions between users in the same

cell so that collisions only take place between users of different cells. So, collisions

between users of different cells happen when: (a) the cells serving the two users must have

the same base RS sequence group index, u (which depends on their PCI values), (b) the two

users must be assigned to the same PUCCH RB (i.e., the same PUCCH region), and (c) the

two users must have the same cyclic shift and code (when available). Should RS sequences

be fully orthogonal between them, the three previous conditions would be necessary

conditions for collision.

However, RS sequences are not perfectly orthogonal, which is especially true for the

sequences of limited length used in PUCCH [8]. Thus, partial collision is also possible

between PUCCH users with different RS sequence group and cyclic shift. The impact of

these partial collisions depends on the orthogonality factor between the specific RS

sequences assigned to users on a symbol basis.

3 PUCCH Performance Model

Providing a simple and accurate PUCCH performance model is essential to assess the

quality of a PCI plan without the need for time-consuming simulations. In this work, a

methodology for estimating PUCCH failure probability due to DM RS collisions with a
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static system-level simulator is described. In the proposed performance model, the PUCCH

failure probability obtained by a given PCI plan is estimated based on the DM RS collision

probability and PUCCH interference level. The model covers different PUCCH formats

(i.e., format 1/1a/1b and 2/2a/2b) and different PCI configurations (with and without

hopping).

3.1 Calculation of PUCCH Interference Level

A first step in the model is to derive the received interference level in PUCCH. It is

assumed that hopping techniques ensure that the interference averaged over 2 slots (i.e., 14

SC-FDMA symbols with normal cyclic prefix) is nearly constant. Thus, interference can be

characterized by its average value.

The average PUCCH interference level (in natural units) is computed on a cell basis as

the sum of intracell and intercell interference,

IðcÞ ¼ IintraðcÞ þ
X
c0 6¼c

Iinterðc; c0Þ; ð6Þ

where IintraðcÞ is the average received interference level due to users in the same cell c, and

Iinterðc; c0Þ is the average received interference level in cell c from users in surrounding

cells c0.
Both interference terms are defined as the product of the number of interfering users, a

potential received signal level strength and an interference protection factor, as

IintraðcÞ ¼ NusintraðcÞ � Prxðc; cÞ � Xintra; ð7Þ

Iinterðc; c0Þ ¼
X
c0 6¼c

Nusinter ðc0Þ � Prxðc; c0Þ � Xinterðc; c0Þ ; ð8Þ

where NusintraðcÞ and Nusinter ðc0Þ is the average number of interfering users from cell c and

surrounding cells c0, Prxðc; cÞ and Prxðc; c0Þ is the average received signal level in cell c

from users in the same cell and in surrounding cells, respectively, and Xintra and Xinterðc; c0Þ
are interference protection factors due to precoding (i.e., cyclic shift and code division

multiplexing). It is assumed that the code plan is independent between users. As shown

later, the number of users depends on PUCCH traffic intensity. Likewise, the average

received signal level depends on the UL power control scheme and the protection factor

depends on the PCI plan and the code utilization ratio.

3.1.1 Number of Interfering Users

The number of interfering users in (7) and (8) depends on the traffic intensity per PUCCH

region. The average number of interfering users served by the same cell can be computed

from the probability of having additional users (given that there is at least one user), as

NusintraðcÞ ¼ E½nusðcÞ� 2 j nusðcÞ� 1� ¼
XNusmax

i¼2

i � pðnusðc
0Þ ¼ iÞ

pðnusðcÞ� 1Þ ;
ð9Þ

where nusðcÞ is a random variable showing the number of users in cell c, ranging from 0 to

Nusmax , Nusmax is the maximum number of users in the cell, given by the number of cyclic

shifts and codes, and pðnsðcÞÞ is the probability of having nusðcÞ active users in cell c in the
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considered PUCCH region. In (9), note that the probability of having intracell interferers is

conditioned to the fact that there is already a user in the cell. Likewise, the average number

of interfering users from other cells c0 is computed as

Nusinter ðc0Þ ¼ E½nusðc0Þ� ¼
XNusmax

nusðc0Þ¼1

nusðcÞ � pðnusðc0ÞÞ ð10Þ

For tractability, it is assumed here that each PUCCH region can be treated independently

(i.e., traffic intensity is described on per-region basis and interference only comes from

users in the same PUCCH region). In each PUCCH region, the request arrival process per

cell is modeled as a Poisson process with arrival rate kðcÞ, and the service time of each

request is one subframe (i.e. 1 ms). With these assumptions, the probability of having nr
requests per subframe depends on the arrival rate in the considered PUCCH region as:

pðnrÞ ¼
e�ðkTÞðkTÞnr

nr!
; ð11Þ

where k is the PUCCH request arrival rate per RB (i.e., per PUCCH region) and T is the

subframe duration (i.e., 1 ms). Note that nr ¼ k � T is the average number of PUCCH

requests per subframe/region in the cell at any time.

The maximum number of requests that can be carried per PUCCH subregion in a

subframe is limited by PUCCH capacity. By taking this limit into account, the probability

of serving nus users in a subframe of a PUCCH region can be expressed as:

pðnusðcÞ ¼ 0Þ ¼ e�nr

pðnusðcÞ ¼ 1Þ ¼ e�nr � nr

pðnusðcÞ ¼ 2Þ ¼ e�nr � nr2
2!

..

.

pðnusðcÞ ¼ NusmaxÞ ¼ pðnr ¼ NusmaxÞ þ pðnr ¼ Nusmax þ 1Þ þ � � � þ pðnr ! 1Þ:

ð12Þ

The value of Nusmax depends on the PUCCH format used in the considered PUCCH region

and the value of the Dshift parameter. A typical configuration is Dshift ¼ 2, resulting in

Nusmax ¼ 6 for format 2/2a/2b and Nusmax ¼ 18 for format 1/1a/1b.

3.1.2 Average Potential Interference Level

In (7) and (8), the potential average interference from cell c0 to cell c, Prxðc; c0Þ, depends on
the UL transmit power and pathloss, as

Prxðc; c0Þ ¼ E
PtxðuÞ
PLðc; uÞ

��� SðuÞ ¼ c0
� �

; ð13Þ

where PtxðuÞ is the transmit power of user u in cell c0, PL(c, u) is the pathloss (including

antenna gains and slow fading) of user u to cell c, and S(u) is the cell serving user u (i.e.,

c0). PtxðuÞ is defined by the UL power control (PC) scheme, as explained later.
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3.1.3 Interference Protection Factors

The interference protection factors in (7) and (8), Xintra and Xinter , mainly depend on

sequence correlation properties. These values have been defined according to the

orthogonality conditions between users. These conditions are detailed below. Specifically,

Xintra ¼ acs�cdmintra
; ð14Þ

where acs�cdmintra
is the orthogonality factor between time-aligned versions of the same base

sequence with different precoding (i.e., cyclic shift and multiplexing code). In contrast, the

intercell interference protection factor, Xinter , also depends on the PCI plan and the code

utilization ratio.

When sequence-group hopping is disabled, DM RS collisions occur between cells

planned with the same PCImod 30. Thus,

Xinterðc; c0Þ ¼
acs�cdminter

ðc; c0Þ if PCIðcÞmod 30 ¼ PCIðc0Þmod 30 ;

abs otherwise;

�
ð15Þ

where abs is the orthogonality factor between different base sequences, and acs�cdminter
is the

orthogonality factor between versions of the same base sequence with different precoding

(i.e., cyclic shift and multiplexing code). Thus, acs�cdminter
is defined as,

acs�cdminter
ðc; c0Þ ¼

1

Nusmax

� acs�cdmintra
if c and c0arecosited;

1 otherwise:

8<
: ð16Þ

Note that, for co-sited cells, the product E½nusðc0Þ� � 1
Nusmax

, obtained in 8 is the average code

utilization ratio in the interfering cell c0. The lower this ratio, the lower the average

intercell interference generated by cell c0 in co-sited cell. Such a protection does not exist

between non-cosited cells.

With sequence-group hopping enabled, base sequence collisions only occur between

cells with different hopping lists every 1 out of 30 slots. Thus,

Xinterðc; c0Þ ¼
abs if

jPCIðcÞ
30

k
¼

jPCIðc0Þ
30

k
;

29abs þ 1

30
otherwise;

8>><
>>:

ð17Þ

In the previous expression, it is assumed that co-sited cells always share the same base

sequence hopping list, so that precoding is not effective between different cells.

Ideally, different base sequences are fully orthogonal, and the same holds for precoded

versions of the same base sequence (i.e., abs ¼ acs�cdminter
¼ 0). In practice, some corre-

lation exists between sequences (i.e., abs; acs�cdminter
2 ð0; 1�) [6, 8].

3.2 Calculation of PUCCH Outage Probability

The PUCCH outage probability is the probability that the PUCCH SINR averaged over 2

slots is below a certain threshold. The average SINR (in dB) for a user u is estimated by

subtracting the average desired signal and received interference levels (in logarithmic

units) as
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SINRðuÞ ¼ PrxðuÞ � ðIðSðuÞÞ þ N0Þ

¼ PrxðuÞ � ðIintraðSðuÞÞ þ
X

c0 6¼SðuÞ
IinterðSðuÞ; c0Þ þ N0Þ; ð18Þ

where SINR(u) is the average PUCCH SINR of user u, PrxðuÞ is the average desired signal

level received at the base station, fixed by the UL PC scheme, and IðSðuÞÞ is the average

PUCCH interference level in the cell serving user u, S(u), which is shared by all users in

the same PUCCH region of the cell.

To compute interference levels, the transmit power of each PUCCH user, PtxðuÞ, is
obtained from the Uplink Power Control (ULPC) formula [12]:

PtxðuÞ ¼ min PtxðuÞmax;P0;PUCCH þ a � PLðc0; uÞ þ dmcs þ f ðDiÞ
� �

; ð19Þ

where Ptxmax is the maximum transmit power of the terminal, P0PUCCH is the nominal

received power parameter in PUCCH, PLðc0; uÞ is the pathloss from user u to cell c0, a is

the path loss compensation factor, dmcs is a MCS dependent offset and f ðDiÞ is a closed

loop correction factor. In this work, two different UL PC schemes are considered, namely

open-loop PC and fast closed-loop PC. For open-loop PC, f ðDiÞ ¼ 0, while for closed-loop

PC, the UE is able to adjust the uplink transmit power in accordance with the closed-loop

correction values. In this case, the uplink receiver at the eNB estimates the SINR of the

received signal and compares it with the desired SINR target value. If the received SINR is

below the SINR target, a command in sent to the UE to request for an increase in the

transmitter power. Otherwise, a decrease will be required in transmitter power.

Once the average PUCCH SINR value is obtained for each user, the PUCCH outage

probability in a cell is estimated by the share of users that do not satisfy the minimum

SINR threshold, SINRth, as

PoutageðcÞ ¼ pðSINRðuÞ� SINRth j SðuÞ ¼ cÞ: ð20Þ

4 Performance Analysis

The above-described model is included in a system-level simulator to assess PUCCH

performance with different PCI planning approaches in a realistic scenario. For clarity, the

simulation set-up is first introduced and results are then presented.

4.1 Simulation Set-up

Figure 4 shows the simulated real scenario, consisting of 699 base stations covering a large

geographical area of 2900 km2. The area includes a mixture of environments, with densely

populated areas and rural areas, whose intersites distances ranges from 1.5 to 14 km.

The previous scenario is implemented in a static system-level simulator [9]. Table 2

shows the main parameters of the simulation tool.

The scenario is divided into a grid of points, representing potential user locations, for

which propagation losses to each base station are calculated with COST-231 Hata prop-

agation model [7]. Log-normal slow fading is also considered. From this data, cell service

areas are calculated. PUCCH traffic is modeled with a Poisson arrival process with total

arrival rate k, which is then evenly or unevenly distributed among the different cells,
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depending on the selected spatial traffic distribution. In each cell, PUCCH attempts are

evenly distributed across user locations in the service area. Following vendor suggestion,

Dshift ¼ 2. Thus, the maximum number of users in each PUCCH region is 18 or 6 for

format frame type 1/1a/1b and 2/2a/2b, respectively. Transmit power for each user location

is defined by the selected PC scheme. Both open-loop and fast closed-loop PC are con-

sidered. Following common practice, the nominal power parameter, P0;PUCCH , is fixed to -

120 dBm. Potential received signal levels are computed with propagation data. Then,

PUCCH interference level, experienced SINR and outage probability are calculated on per-

user basis with the model described in Sect. 3.

To check the impact of model assumptions, 4 use cases are defined:

a. Case 1 (Ideal case) Fast closed-loop PC, abs ¼ acs�cdmintra
¼ 0, acs�cdminter

¼ 0 for

cosited cells and 1 otherwise, uniform spatial user distribution.

b. Case 2 (Non-ideal PC) Similar to case 1, but with open-loop PC.

c. Case 3 (Real partial orthogonality) Fast closed-loop PC, abs ¼ 0:3 [8], acs�cdmintra
¼

0:2 [6], acs�cdminter
¼ 0:2

Nusmax
for cosited cells and 1 for non-cosited cells, and uniform

spatial user distribution.

d. Case 4 (Real irregular distribution) Similar to case 3, but with irregular spatial user

distribution. In this case, the share of users in each cell is derived from PUCCH

attempt statistics taken from the live network.

In all use cases, 4 different PCI planning methods are tested:

a. UL-driven PCI plan (ULP) This PCI plan aims to assign different DM RS base

sequences to neighbor cells, so that PUCCH interference due to DM RS collisions is

minimized. For this purpose, the network graph is divided into 30 subdomains so as to

10 20 km0

Fig. 4 Simulation scenario
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avoid that PCIðcÞmod 30 is the same between neighbor cells. Thus, ULP achieves the

best PUCCH performance at the expense of deteriorating DL network perfor-

mance,since the avoidance of collision and confusions or DL CRS collisions is not

considered.

b. DL-driven PCI plan (DLP) In this plan, PCIs are assigned based only on DL

considerations, i.e., avoiding PCI collision and confusion and DL CRS collisions.

Since UL performance is not considered in this plan, DM RS collisions might occur in

PUCCH and PUCCH performance should be worse than with ULP.

c. Random PCI plan (RP) In this plan, used only for benchmarking purposes, PCI values

are randomly assigned to cells. In this work, RP is generated by building 100 random

PCI plans and selecting that providing the minimum number of collision and confusion

problems, as it is currently the criterion used by operators to build their PCI plans.

d. UL worst-case PCI plan (ULWP) In this plan, all neighbor cells have the same DM RS

base sequence, and thus collide in PUCCH. This case is used to derive the worst-case

PUCCH performance.

ULP and DLP are constructed by solving the graph coloring problem behind PCI planning

with the evolutionary multilevel graph partitioning algorithm described in [28]. In the

network graph, the vertices are the eNodeBs in the network, while the edges are the

adjacencies in the network. Edge weights reflect the penalty of having two neighbor cells

with the same PCI, DL RS or DM RS, as

cij ¼ xPCI � cPCIij þ xDLCRS � cDLRSij þ xDMRS � cDMRS
ij ; ð21Þ

where xPCI , xDLCRS and xDMRS are constant values depending on the selected PCI plan.

For the ULP plan, xPCI ¼ xDLCRS ¼ 0 and xPCI ¼ 1 (i.e., only DM RS collisions are

considered). For the DLP plan, xDMRS ¼ 0 and xPCI ¼ xDLCRS ¼ 1, i.e., only PCI

Table 2 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulator type System-level, static (grid-based)

PUCCH traffic model Poisson arrivals

Fixed service time 1 ms

Uniform /non-uniform spatial distribution

Propagation model Pathloss COST-231 Okumura Hata model

Shadowing lognormal fading (8 dB std., correlation distance 20 m)

Antenna model Antenna configuration SIMO (1x2)

PUCCH frame formats 1/1a/1b, 2/2a/2b

Open-loop/fast closed-loop power control, P0;PUCCH ¼ �120 dBm

UE model Transmit power 23 dBm

Antenna gain 0 dB

Antenna height 1.5 m

eNB model Antenna height 30 m

Max. antenna gain 17 dB

Noise floor �119.7 dBm

Interference model Orthogonality factors 2 ½0; 1�
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confusion and CRS collision problems are considered. Once the network graph is defined,

the PCI planning problem aims to partition the graph into a fixed number of subdomains k,

V1;V2; . . .;Vk, so that the edge-cut is maximized. Specifically, k = 30 for ULP (DM RS

possible values) and for the DLP case, two partitions are done, first a partition of k = 3

groups to avoid equal PCIðcÞmod 3 (i.e DL CRS collisions) between adjacent cells and

then, in a graph with the same vertices but different edges, a partition of k = 168 groups.

The edges of this graph links adjacent neighbors and adjacent of adjacent neighbors trying

to avoid PCI collision and confusion problem. Then, the sum of both partition is the PCI

plan of 504 values, whose PCIðcÞmod 30 offers the DLP plan for DM RS signals.

For each of the 4 above-described PCI plans, 2 variants are simulated, considering that

sequence-group hopping is enabled or disabled. Thus, a total of 4 � 2 ¼ 8 different PCI

planning schemes are simulated per use case. When sequence-group hopping is enabled,

the PCI plan consists of groups of 30 cells sharing the same hopping-pattern, where a cell-

specific shift is added to avoid DM RS collisions between cells of the same cluster (i.e.,

Iinter(c, c
0) = 0 8c, c0 in the same cluster) [18, 19].

Method assessment is based on the overall PUCCH outage probability, computed as the

average PUCCH outage probability across cells in the scenario. In this work, SINRth ¼
�4:4 dB for type 1/1a/1b and �4:2 dB for type 2/2a/2b frame format [14].

The performance of each of the 8 PCI plans is evaluated in the 4 use cases for the 2

PUCCH frame formats (type 1/1a/1b vs 2/2a/2b) for different PUCCH traffic intensity

values with uniform and non-uniform spatial user distribution. In the uniform set-up, traffic

intensity is controlled by adjusting the PUCCH arrival rate through the parameter nr, i.e.,

the average number of PUCCH requests per PUCCH region and Transmission Time

Interval. For the uneven traffic distribution, the same parameter is computed on a cell basis

by multiplying the global PUCCH arrival rate in the network by the share of attempts per

cell, which is derived from PUCCH attempt statistics in the live network.

4.2 Analysis Results

For brevity, the analysis is focused on the results of format 1/1a/1b, and only a few cases

are shown for format 2/2a/2b.

4.2.1 Frame Format 1/1a/1b

The analysis is first focused on the results with ideal conditions and the impact of realistic

conditions is evaluated later.

a. Case 1 Ideal case (closed-loop PC, full orthogonality, uniform traffic).

Figure 5 shows the results for the 8 PCI planning schemes obtained from the 4 PCI

plans (ULP, DLP, RP and ULWP) with and without sequence-group hopping. Solid

lines represent methods with hopping while dotted lines correspond to methods

without hopping. The x-axis represent PUCCH traffic intensity in terms of the average

number of users per PUCCH region, Nus (recall that the maximum PUCCH capacity in

format 1/1a/1b is 18 users). The y-axis represents the average PUCCH outage in cells

of the scenario, PUCCHoutage.

As expected, it can be observed that the worst performance is achieved by ULWP

without hopping, where DM RS sequences are the same for all cells. This method is

the only one with non-negligible outage values, of up to 2.4%, in this scenario. Then, it

can be concluded that, in the ideal case, sequence-group and cyclic-shift hopping avoid
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PUCCH failures regardless of the PCI plan. Likewise, without hopping, there is no

difference between planning PCI values randomly, based on UL criteria or based on

DL criteria.

b. Case 2 Non-ideal PC scheme.

Figure 6 shows the results of the different PCI planning schemes with open-loop

power control. In the figure, it is observed that all hopping schemes still have null

values of PUCCH outage probability with open-loop PC. However, the performance of

non-hopping schemes with high traffic is impaired by the use of open-loop PC. Thus,

outage probability with open-loop PC can be of up to 3.36% for ULWP, 0.09% for

DLP and 0.13% for RP, without hopping. ULP is the only method that achieves zero

outage probability with high traffic without hopping. Such a good performance comes

from the avoidance of UL DM RS collisions.

c. Case 3 Partial orthogonality between sequences.

Figure 7 presents the results of the PCI planning schemes with non-perfect

orthogonality between different cyclic shifts and base sequences. From the comparison

with previous figures, it can be deduced that the lack of orthogonality has a very

negative impact on PUCCH performance. Such an impairment limits the maximum

number of users transmitting in a PUCCH region at the same time. For instance, for a

maximum overall PUCCH outage probability of 0.1 , the maximum number of

simultaneous users per PUCCH region is 12 for all PCI planning schemes (ULP, DLP,

RP and ULWP) with hopping. Without hopping, this limit decreases to 5 users for

ULWP, 11 for RP and 12 for DLP and ULP case. Again, it is observed that DLP and

ULP have similar performance.

d. Case 4 Impact of uneven traffic.

Figure 8 shows the results of the PCI planning schemes with the uneven PUCCH

traffic distribution from the real network. When compared to the uniform case, it is

observed that uneven traffic distribution makes that the increase in PUCCH outage

probability with traffic intensity in most schemes is not so steep.
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Fig. 5 PUCCH performance in the ideal case for frame format 1/1a/1b
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4.2.2 Frame Format 2/2a/2b

The analysis for this format is restricted to case 4 (uneven traffic distribution), which is the

most realistic case. Recall that the maximum PUCCH capacity in format 2/2a/2b with the

considered settings is 6 users. Figure 9 shows that, in format 2/2a/2b, only ULW and RP

without hopping show unacceptable PUCCH performance with high traffic intensity.
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Fig. 6 PUCCH performance with open-loop power control for frame format 1/1a/1b
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive performance analysis of the impact of PCI planning on the

performance of PUCCH in LTE has been carried out. For this purpose, a new analytical

model that reflects the influence of PCI planning on interference and outage probability due
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Fig. 8 PUCCH performance with uneven traffic distribution for frame format 1/1a/1b
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Fig. 9 PUCCH performance with uneven traffic distribution for frame format 2/2a/2b
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to DM RS collisions in PUCCH is presented. Such a model has been integrated into a static

system-level simulator to check the performance of several PCI planning schemes with

different PUCCH frame formats and network conditions.

Simulation results in a real scenario have shown that PCI planning has a significant

impact on PUCCH outage probability when base sequence hopping is disabled. The main

factor affecting PUCCH performance is non-perfect orthogonality between DM RS

sequences due to imperfect sequence design and multipath environment. Thus, improper

PCI planning can greatly reduce the maximum number of simultaneous PUCCH users,

especially when open-loop power control is used (e.g., in short data connections prevailing

in current LTE networks).

It has also been shown that a PCI plan only designed to avoid PCI collision/confusion

and reference signals collisions in the downlink achieves near-optimal performance in

terms of DM RS collisions in PUCCH. However, in extreme cases, DM RS collisions

caused by neighbor cells sharing the same sequence might degrade PUCCH performance

significantly. This is especially true in highly populated areas with small inter-site distance

if code protection is not effective.
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